e ability to semantically interpret hand-drawn line sketches, although very challenging, can pave way for novel applications in multimedia. We propose S P , the rst deep-network architecture for fully automatic parsing of freehand object sketches. S P is con gured as a two-level fully convolutional network. e rst level contains shared layers common to all object categories. e second level contains a number of expert sub-networks. Each expert specializes in parsing sketches from object categories which contain structurally similar parts. E ectively, the two-level con guration enables our architecture to scale up e ciently as additional categories are added. We introduce a router layer which (i) relays sketch features from shared layers to the correct expert (ii) eliminates the need to manually specify object category during inference. To bypass laborious part-level annotation, we sketchify photos from semantic object-part image datasets and use them for training. Our architecture also incorporates object pose prediction as a novel auxiliary task which boosts overall performance while providing supplementary information regarding the sketch. We demonstrate S P 's abilities (i) on two challenging largescale sketch datasets (ii) in parsing unseen, semantically related object categories (iii) in improving ne-grained sketch-based image retrieval. As a novel application, we also outline how S P 's output can be used to generate caption-style descriptions for hand-drawn sketches.
INTRODUCTION
Hand-drawn line sketches have long been employed to communicate ideas in a minimal yet understandable manner. In this paper, we explore the problem of parsing sketched objects, i.e. given a freehand line sketch of an object, determine its salient a ributes (e.g. category, semantic parts, pose). e ability to understand sketches in terms of local (e.g. parts) and global a ributes (e.g. pose) can drive novel applications such as sketch captioning, storyboard animation [16] and automatic drawing assessment apps for art teachers. e onset of deep network era has resulted in architectures which can impressively recognize object sketches at a coarse (category) level [34, 37, 48] . Paralleling the advances in parsing of photographic objects [13, 20, 43] and scenes [4, 8, 27] , the time is ripe for understanding sketches too at a ne-grained level [19, 47] .
A number of unique challenges need to be addressed for semantic sketch parsing. Unlike richly detailed color photos, line sketches are binary (black and white) and sparsely detailed. Sketches exhibit a large amount of appearance variations induced by the range of drawing skills among general public. e resulting distortions in object depiction pose a challenge to parsing approaches. In many instances, the sketch is not drawn with a 'closed' object boundary, complicating annotation, part-segmentation and pose estimation. Given all these challenges, it is no surprise that only a handful of works exist for sketch parsing [15, 36] . However, even these approaches have their own share of drawbacks (Section 2).
To address these issues, we propose a novel architecture called S P for fully automatic sketch object parsing. In our approach, we make three major design decisions:
Design Decision #1 (Data): To bypass burdensome part-level sketch annotation, we leverage photo image datasets containing part-level annotations of objects [6] . Suppose I is an object image and C I is the corresponding part-level annotation. We subject I to a sketchi cation procedure (Section 3.2) and obtain S I . us, our training data consists of the sketchi ed image and corresponding part-level annotation pairs ({S I , C I }) for each category (Figure 1 ).
Design Decision #2 (Model): Many structurally similar object categories tend to have common parts. For instance, 'wings' and 'tail' are common to both birds and airplanes. To exploit such shared semantic parts, we design our model as a two-level network of disjoint experts (see Figure 2 ). e rst level contains shared layers common to all object categories. e second level contains a number of experts (sub-networks). Each expert is con gured for parsing sketches from a super-category set comprising of categories with structurally similar parts 1 . Instead of training from scratch, we instantiate our model using two disjoint groups of pre-trained layers from a scene parsing net (Section 4.1). We perform training using the sketchi ed data (Section 5.1) mentioned above. At test time, the input sketch is rst processed by the shared layers to obtain intermediate features. In parallel, the sketch is also provided to a super-category sketch classi er. e label output of the classi er is used to automatically route the intermediate features to the appropriate super-category expert for nal output i.e. part-level segmentation (Section 5.2).
Design Decision #3 (Auxiliary Tasks): A popular paradigm to improve performance of the main task is to have additional yet related auxiliary targets in a multi-task se ing [1, 17, 24, 30] . Motivated by this observation, we con gure each expert network for the novel auxiliary task of 2-D pose estimation.
At rst glance, our approach seems infeasible. A er all, sketchied training images resemble actual sketches only in terms of stroke density (see Figure 1 ). ey seem to lack the uidity and unstructured feel of hand-drawn sketches. Moreover, S P 's base model [5] , originally designed for photo scene segmentation, seems an unlikely candidate for enabling transfer-learning based sketch object segmentation. Yet, as we shall see, our design choices result in an architecture which is able to successfully accomplish sketch parsing across multiple categories and sketch datasets.
Contributions:
• We propose S P -the rst deep hierarchical network for fully automatic parsing of hand-drawn object sketches (Section 4). Our architecture includes object pose estimation as a novel auxiliary task.
• We provide the largest dataset of part-annotated object sketches across multiple categories and multiple sketch datasets. We also provide 2-D pose annotations for these sketches. • We demonstrate S P 's abilities on two challenging large-scale sketch object datasets (Section 5.2), on unseen semantically related categories, (Section 6.1) and for improving ne-grained sketch-based image retrieval (Section 6.2).
• We outline how S P 's output can form the basis for novel applications such as automatic sketch description (Section 6.2).
RELATED WORK
Semantic Parsing (Photos): Existing deep-learning approaches for semantic parsing of photos can be categorized into two groups. e rst group consists of approaches for scene-level semantic parsing (i.e. output an object label for each pixel in the scene) [5, 8, 27] . e second group of approaches a empt semantic parsing of objects (i.e. output a part label for each object pixel) [13, 20, 43] . Compared to our choice (of a scene parsing net), this la er group of object-parsing approaches seemingly appear be er candidates for the base architecture. However, they pose speci c di culties for adoption. For instance, the hypercolumns approach of Hariharan et al. [13] requires training separate part classi ers for each class. Also, the evaluation is con ned to a small number of classes (animals 1 For example, categories cat,dog,sheep comprise the super-category Small Animals. Figure 1 : An illustration of our sketchi cation procedure (Section 3.2). e edge image E I , corresponding to the input photo I , is merged with the part and object contours P I derived from ground-truth labeling C I , to obtain thenal sketchi ed image S I . We train S P using S I instances as inputs and C I instances as the corresponding part-labelings. and human beings). e approach of Liang et al. [20] consists of a complex multi-stage hybrid CNN-RNN architecture evaluated on only two animal categories (horse and cow). e approach of Xia et al. [43] fuses object part score evidence from scene, object and part level to obtain impressive results for two categories (human, large animals). However, it is not clear how their method can be adopted for our purpose. Semantic Object Parsing (Sketches): Only a handful of works exist for sketch parsing [15, 36] . Existing approaches require a part-annotated dataset of sketch objects. Obtaining such part-level annotations is very laborious and cumbersome. Moreover, onethird of a dataset [15] evaluated by these approaches consists of sketches drawn by professional artists. Given the artists' relatively be er drawing skills, incorporating such sketches arti cially reduces the complexity of the problem. On the architectural front, the approaches involve tweaking of multiple parameters in a handcra ed segmentation pipeline. Existing approaches label individual sketch strokes as parts. is requires strokes within part interiors to be necessarily labelled, which can result in peculiar segmentation errors [36] . Our method, in contrast, labels object regions as parts. In many instances, the object region boundary consists of non-stroke pixels. erefore, it is not possible to directly compare with existing approaches. Unlike our category-scalable and fully automatic approach, these methods assume object category is known and train a separate model per category (E.g. dog and cat require separate models). Existing implementations of these approaches also have prohibitive inference time -parsing an object sketch takes anywhere from 2 minutes [36] to 40 minutes [15] , rendering them unsuitable for interactive sketch-based applications. In contrast, our model's inference time is fraction of a second. Also, our scale of evaluation is signi cantly larger. For example, Schneider et al. 's method [36] is evaluated on 5 test sketches per category. Our model is evaluated on 100 sketches per category. Finally, none of the previous approaches exploit the hierarchical category-level groupings which arise naturally from structural similarities [51] . is renders them prone to drop in performance as additional categories (and their parts) are added. Sketch Recognition: e initial performance of handcra ed featurebased approaches [35] for sketch recognition has been surpassed in recent times by deep CNN architectures [37, 48] . e sketch router classi er in our architecture is a modi ed version of Yang et al.'s Sketch-a-Net [48] . While the works mentioned above use sketches, Zhang et al. [50] use sketchi ed photos for training the CNN classi er which outputs class labels. We too use sketchi ed photos for training. However, the task in our case is parsing and not classi cation.
Class-hierarchical CNNs: Our idea of having an initial coarsecategory net which routes the input to ner-category experts can be found in some recent works as well [2, 45] , albeit for object classi cation. In these works, coarse-category net is intimately tied to the main task (viz. classi cation). In our case, the coarse-category CNN classi er serves a secondary role, helping to route the output of a parallel, shared sub-network to the ner-category parsing experts. Also, unlike above works, the task of our secondary net (classi cation) is di erent from the task of experts (segmentation). Domain Adaptation/Transfer Learning: Our approach can be viewed as belonging to the category of domain adaptation techniques [3, 28, 32] . ese techniques have proven to be successful for various problems, including image parsing [14, 31, 39] . However, unlike most approaches wherein image modality does not change, our domain-adaptation scenario is characterized by extreme modality-level variation between source (image) and target (freehand sketch). is drastically reduces the quantity and quality of data available for transfer learning, making our task more challenging.
Multi-task networks: e e ectiveness of addressing auxiliary tasks in tandem with the main task has been shown for several challenging problems in vision [1, 17, 24, 30] . In particular, object classi cation [26] , detection [8] , geometric context [40] , saliency [18] and adversarial loss [23] have been utilized as auxiliary tasks in deep network-based approaches for semantic parsing. e auxiliary task we employ -object viewpoint estimation -has been used in a multi-task se ing but for object classi cation [11, 52] . To the best of our knowledge, we are the rst ones to design a custom pose estimation architecture to assist semantic parsing.
DATA PREPARATION
We rst summarize salient details of two semantic object-part photo datasets.
Object photo datasets
PASCAL-Parts: is 10,103 image dataset [41] provides semantic part segmentation of objects from the 20 object categories from the PASCAL VOC2010 dataset. We select 11 categories (aeroplane, bicycle, bus, car, cat, cow, dog, flying bird, horse, motorcycle, sheep) for our experiments. To obtain the cropped object images, we used object bounding box annotations from PASCAL-parts. CORE: e Cross-category Object REcognition (CORE) dataset [12] contains segmentation and a ribute information for objects in 2800 images distributed across 28 categories of vehicles and animals. We select 8 categories from CORE dataset based on their semantic similarity with PASCAL-part categories (e.g. CORE category crow is selected since it is semantically similar to the PASCAL-part category bird).
To enable estimation of object pose as an auxiliary objective, we annotated all the images from PASCAL-Parts and CORE datasets with 2-D pose information based on the object's orientation with respect to the viewing plane. Speci cally, each image is labeled with one of the cardinal ('North', 'East', 'West', 'South') and intercardinal directions ('NE', 'NW', 'SE', 'SW') [42] . We plan to release these pose annotations publicly for the bene t of multimedia community.
Next, we shall describe the procedure for obtaining sketchi ed versions of photos sourced from these datasets.
Obtaining sketchi ed images
Suppose I is an object image. As the rst step, we use a Canny edge detector tuned to produce only the most prominent object edges. Visually, we found the resulting image E I to contain edge structures which perceptually resemble human sketch strokes compared to those produced by alternatives such as Sketch Tokens [21] and SCG [44] . We augment E I with part contours and object contours from the part-annotation data of I and perform morphological dilation to thicken edge segments (using a square structured element of side 3) to obtain the sketchi ed image S I (see Figure 1 ). To augment data available for training the segmentation model, we apply a series of rotations (±10, ±20, ±30 degrees) and mirroring about the vertical axis to S I . Overall, this procedure results in 14 augmented images per each original, sketchi ed image. To ensure a good coverage of parts and eliminate inconsistent labelings, we manually curated 1532 object images from PASCAL-Parts and CORE datasets. Given the varying semantic granularity of part labels across these datasets, we manually curated the parts considered for each category [41] . Finally, we obtain the training dataset consisting of 1532 × 14 = 21,448 paired sketchi ed images and corresponding part-level annotations, distributed across 11 object categories. We evaluate our model's performance on freehand line sketches from two large-scale datasets. We describe these datasets and associated data preparation procedures next.
Sketch datasets and augmentation
TU-Berlin: e TU-Berlin sketch database [10] contains 20,000 hand drawn sketches spanning 250 common object categories, with 80 sketches per object. For this dataset, only the category name was provided to the sketchers during the drawing phase. Sketchy: e Sketchy database [33] contains 75,471 sketches spanning 125 object categories, with 500 − 700 sketches per category. To collect this dataset, photo images of objects were initially shown to human subjects. A er a gap of 2 seconds, the image was replaced by a gray screen and subjects were asked to sketch the object from memory. Compared to the draw-from-category-name-only approach employed for TU-Berlin dataset [10] , this memory-based approach provides a larger variety in terms of multiple viewpoints and object detail in sketches. On an average, each object photo is typically associated with 5 − 8 di erent sketches.
From both the datasets, we use sketches from only those object categories which overlap with the 11 categories from PASCAL-Parts mentioned in Section 3.1. For augmentation, we rst apply morphological dilation (using a square structured element of side 3) to each sketch. is operation helps minimize the impact of loss in stroke continuity when the sketch is processed by deeper layers of the network. Subsequently, we apply a series of rotations (±10, ±20, ±30 degrees) and mirroring about the vertical axis on the dilated sketch. is produces 14 augmented variants per original sketch for use during training.
OUR MODEL (SKETCHPARSE) 4.1 Instantiating S P levels
We design a two-level deep network architecture for S P (see Figure 2 ). e rst level is intended to capture categoryagnostic low-level information and contains shared layers L 0 common to all N object categories. We instantiate rst-level layers with the shallower, initial layers from a scene parsing net [5] . In this context, we wish to emphasize that our design is general and can accommodate any fully convolutional scene parsing network. e categories are grouped into K smaller (< N ), disjoint supercategory subsets using meronym (i.e. part-of relation)-based similarities between objects [38] . For example, dog,cat,sheep are all grouped into the set Small Animals. e second level consists of K expert sub-networks L 1 , L 2 , . . . L K , each of which is specialized for parsing sketches associated with a super-category. We initialize these K experts using the deeper, la er layers from the scene parsing model. Suppose the total number of parts across all object categories within the i-th super-category is n i , 1 i K. We modify the nal layer for each expert network L i such that it outputs n i part-label predictions. In our current version of the architecture, K = 5 and N = 11. We performed ablative experiments to determine optimal location for spli ing the layers of semantic scene parsing net into two groups. Based on these experiments, we use all the layers up to the res5b block as shared layers.
Router Layer
From the above description (Section 4.1), S P 's design so far consists of a single shared sub-network and K expert nets. We require a mechanism for routing the intermediate features produced by shared layers to the target expert network. In addition, we require a mechanism for backpropagating error gradients from the K expert nets and update the weights of the shared layer subnetwork during training. To meet such requirements, we design a Router Layer (shaded green in Figure 2 ). During the training phase, routing of features from the shared layer is dictated by groundtruth category and by extension, the super-category it is associated with. A branch index array is maintained for each training minibatch. Since the ground-truth super-category for each training example is available, creation of branch index array requires only knowledge of the mini-batch label composition. e array entries are referenced during backward propagation to (a) recombine the gradient tensors in the same order as that of the mini-batch and (b) route error gradient from the appropriate branch to the shared layers during backpropagation.
To accomplish routing during test time, we use a K-way classi er (shaded red in Figure 2 ) whose output label corresponds to one of the K expert networks L 1 , L 2 , . . . L K . In this regard, we experimented with a variety of deep CNN architectures. Our initial a empts involved training custom CNNs solely on sketchi ed images or their deep feature variants. However, the classi cation performance was subpar. erefore, we resorted to training the classi er using actual sketches. Our experiments show that ne-tuning a modi ed version of Sketch-a-Net [48] , a CNN originally custom-designed Table 1 : Performance for architectural additions to a single super-category ('Large Animals') version of S P .
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for sketch classi cation, provides the most accurate classi cation (routing) performance.
Auxiliary (Pose Estimation) Task Network
e architecture for estimating the 2-D pose of the sketch (shaded pink and shown within the top-right brown do ed line box in Figure 2 ) is motivated by the following observations:
First, the part-level parsing of the object typically provides clues regarding object pose. For example, if we view the panel for Two Wheelers in Figure 5 , it is evident that the relative location and spatial extent of 'handlebar' part for a bicycle is a good indicator of pose. erefore, to enable pose estimation from part-level information, the input to the pose net is the tensor of pre-so max pixelwise activations 2 generated within the expert part-parsing network. To capture the large variation in part appearances, locations and combinations thereof, the rst two layers in the pose network contain dilated convolutional lters [46] , each having rate r = 2 and stride s = 2 with kernel width k = 3. Each convolutional layer is followed by a ReLU non-linearity [25] .
Second, 2-D pose is a global a ribute of an object sketch. erefore, to provide the network with su cient global context, we con gure the last convolutional layer with r = s = 1 and k = 11, e ectively learning a large spatial template lter. e part combinations captured by initial layers also mitigate the need to learn many such templates -we use 32 in our implementation. e resulting template-based feature representations are combined via a fully-connected layer and fed to a 8-way so max layer which outputs 2-D pose labels corresponding to cardinal and intercardinal directions. Note also that each super-category expert has its own pose estimation auxiliary net.
Having described the overall framework for S P , we next describe major implementation details of our training and inference procedure.
IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 5.1 Training
S P : Before commencing S P training, the initial learning rate for all but the nal convolutional layers is set to 5 × 10 −4 . e rate for the nal convolutional layer in each sub-networks is set to 5 × 10 −3 . Batch-norm parameters are kept xed during the entire training process. e architecture is trained end-to-end using a per-pixel cross-entropy loss as the objective function. For optimization, we employ stochastic gradient descent with a mini-batch size of 1 sketchi ed image, momentum of 0.9 2 Shown as a blue oval in Figure 2 . Table 2 : Performance of our best S P model (BCP-R5) on the pose auxiliary task. and polynomial weight decay policy. We stop training a er 20000 iterations. e training takes 3.5 hours on a NVIDIA Titan X GPU.
A large variation can exist between part sizes for a given supercategory (e.g. number of 'tail' pixels is smaller than 'body' pixels in Large Animals). To accommodate this variation, we use a classbalancing scheme which weighs per-pixel loss di erently based on relative presence of corresponding ground-truth part [9] . Suppose a pixel's ground-truth part label is c. Suppose c is present in N c training images and suppose the total number of pixels with label c across these images is p c . We weight the corresponding loss by α c = M/f c where f c = p c /N c and M is the median over the set of f c s. In e ect, losses for pixels of smaller parts get weighted to a larger extent and vice-versa. Pose Auxiliary Net: e pose auxiliary network is trained end-toend with the rest of S P , using an 8-way cross-entropy loss. e learning rate for the pose module is set to 2.5 × 10 −2 . All other se ings remain the same as above. Sketch classi er: For training the K-way sketch router classi er, we randomly sample 40% of sketches per category from TU-Berlin and Sketchy datasets 3 . We augment data with ip about vertical axis, series of rotations (±4, ±8, ±12 degrees) and sketch-scale augmentations (±3%, ±7% of image height). For training, the initial learning rate is set to 7 × 10 −4 . e classi er is trained using stochastic gradient descent with a mini-batch size of 600 sketches, momentum of 0.9 and a polynomial weight decay policy. We stop training a er 20000 iterations.
e training takes 4 hours on a NVIDIA Titan X GPU. We intend to release our so ware framework (code and pre-trained models) to the community.
Inference
For evaluation, we used equal number of sketches (48) per category from TU-Berlin and Sketchy datasets except for bus category which is present only in TU-Berlin dataset. us, we have a total of (48 × 2 × 10) + 48 = 1008 sketches for testing. For sketch router classi er, we follow the conventional approach [37] of pooling score outputs corresponding to cropped (four corner crops and one center crop) and white-padded versions of the original sketch and its vertically mirrored version. Overall, the time to obtain partlevel segmentation and pose for an input sketch is 0.25 seconds on average. us, S P is an extremely suitable candidate for developing applications which require real-time sketch understanding.
EXPERIMENTS
To enable quantitative evaluation, we crowdsourced part-level annotations for all the sketches across 11 categories, in e ect creating the largest part-annotated dataset for sketch object parsing. We plan to publicly release the annotated sketch dataset and annotation so ware tool.
Evaluation procedure: For quantitative evaluation, we adopt the average IOU measure widely reported in photo-based scene and object parsing literature [22] . Consider a xed test sketch. Let the number of unique part labels in the sketch be n p . Let n i j be the number of pixels of part-label i predicted as part-label j. Let t i = j n i j be the total number of pixels whose ground-truth label is i. We rst de ne part-wise Intersection Over Union for part-label i as pwIOU i = n ii t i + j n ji −n ii . en, we de ne sketch-average IOU
. For a given category, we compute sIOU for each of its sketches individually and average the resulting values to obtain the category's average IOU (aIOU) score. Signi cance of class-balanced loss and auxiliary task: To determine whether to incorporate class-balanced loss weighting and 2-D pose as auxiliary task, we conducted ablative experiments on a baseline version of S P con gured for a single supercategory ('Large Animals'). As the results in Table 1 indicate, classbalanced loss weighting and inclusion of 2-D pose as auxiliary task contribute to improved performance over the baseline model. Determining split point in base model: A number of candidate split points exist which divide layers of the base scene parsing net [5] into two disjoint groups. We experimented with di erent split points within the scene parsing net. For each split point, we trained a full 5 super-category version of S P model. Based on the results, we used the split point (res5b) which generated best performance for the nal version viz. the S P model with class-balanced loss weighting and pose estimation included for all super-categories. Note that we do not utilize the sketch router for determining the split point. From our experiments, we found the optimal split point results in shallow expert networks.
is imparts S P with be er scalability. In other words, additional new categories and super-categories can be included without a large accompanying increase in number of parameters. From the results (Table 3) , we make the following observations: (1) Despite the challenges posed by hand-drawn sketches, our model performs reasonably well across a variety of categories (last row in Table 3 ). (2) Sketches from Large Animals are parsed the best while those from Flying ings do not perform as well. On closer scrutiny, we found that bird category elicited inconsistent sketch annotations given the relatively higher degree of abstraction in the corresponding sketches. (4) In addition to con rming the utility of class-balanced loss weighting and pose estimation, the baseline performances demonstrate that part (and parameter) sharing at category level is a crucial design choice, leading to be er overall performance. In particular, note that having 1 category per branch (BCP-R-11b) almost doubles the number of parameters, indicating poor category scalability. e performance of pose classi er can be viewed in Table 2 . Note that simplifying the canonical pose directions (merging noncanonical directional labels with canonical directions) lends a dramatic improvement in accuracy. alitative evaluation: Rather than cherry-pick results, we use a principled approach to obtain a qualitative perspective. We rst sort the test sketches in each super-category by their aIOU (average IOU) values in decreasing order. We then select 4 sketches located at 100-th, 75-th, 50-th, and 25-th percentile in the sorted order. ese sketches can be viewed in Figure 5 . e part-level parsing results reinforce the observations made previously in the context of quantitative evaluation.
Parsing semantically related categories
We also examine the performance of our model for sketches belonging to categories our model is not trained on but happen to be semantically similar to at least one of the existing categories. Since segmentation information is unavailable for these sketches, we show two representative parsing outputs per class. We include the classes monkey, tiger, teddy-bear, camel, bear, giraffe, Figure 4 : Five sketch-based image retrieval panels are shown. In each panel, the top-le gure is the query sketch. Its part parsing is located immediately below. Each panel has two sets of retrieval results for the presented sketch. e rst row corresponds to Sangkloy et al.'s [33] retrieval results and the second contains our re-ranked retrievals based on part-graphs (Section 6.2). elephant, race car and tractor which are semantically similar to categories already considered in our formulation. As the results demonstrate (Figure 3 ), S P accurately recognizes parts it has seen before ('head', 'body', 'leg' and 'tail'). It also exhibits a best-guess behaviour to explain parts it is unaware of. For instance, it marks elephant 'trunk' as either 'legs' or 'tails' which is a semantically reasonable error given the spatial location of the part. ese experiments demonstrate the scability of our model in terms of category coverage. In other words, our architecture can integrate new, hitherto unseen categories without too much e ort.
Fine-grained retrieval
In another experiment, we determine whether part-level parsing of sketches can improve performance for existing sketch-based image retrieval approaches [33] . We use the PASCAL parts dataset [6] as the retrieval database. Given a TU-Berlin dataset [10] query sketch, the sketch and PASCAL images are projected onto a shared latent space using the Sketchy Siamese Network model [33] to obtain the sequence of retrieved images D 1 , D 2 , . . . D T . Suppose the test sketch is S and suppose the part-parsed version of S is P S . We use a customized A ribute-Graph approach [29] and construct a graph G S from P S . e a ribute graph is designed to capture spatial and semantic aspects of the part-level information at local and global scales. We use annotations from PASCAL-parts dataset to obtain part-segmented versions of D 1 , D 2 , . . . D T , which in turn are used to construct corresponding a ribute graphs G D 1 , G D 2 , . . . G D T . For re-ranking the retrieved images, we use Reweighted Random Walks Graph Matching [7] to compute similarity scores between G S and G D i , 1 i T . During the graph matching process we enforce two constraints. First, a global node can only be matched to a global node of the other graph. Second, local nodes can only be matched if they correspond to the same type of part (eg. local nodes corresponding to legs can only be matched to other legs and cannot be matched to other body parts). For our experiments, we explore our re-ranking formulation for top-50 (out of 9620 images) of Sketchy model's retrieval results. In Figure 4 , each panel corresponds to top-5 retrieval results for a particular sketch. e sketch and its parsing are displayed alongside the 5 nearest neighbors in latent space of Sketchy model (top row) and the top 5 re-ranked retrievals using our part-graphs (bo om row). e results show that our formulation exploits the category, part-level parsing and pose information to obtain an improved ranking.
Describing sketches in detail
Armed with the information provided by our model, we can go beyond describing a hand-drawn sketch by a single category label. For a given sketch, our model automatically provides its category, associated super-category, part-labels and their counts and 2-D pose information. From this information, we use a template-lling approach to generate descriptions -examples can be seen alongside our qualitative results in Figure 6 . A fascinating application, inspired by the work of Zhang et al. [49] , would be to use such descriptions to generate freehand sketches using a Generative Adversarial Network approach. We intend to explore this direction in our future work.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented S P , the rst deepnetwork architecture for fully automatic parsing of freehand object sketches. e originality of our approach lies in successfully repurposing a photo scene-segmentation net into a category-hierarchical sketch object-parsing architecture. e general nature of our transferlearning approach also allows us to leverage advances in fully convolutional network-based scene parsing approaches, thus continuously improving performance. Another novelty lies in obtaining labelled training data for free by sketchifying photos from object-part datasets, thus bypassing burdensome annotation step. Our work stands out from existing approaches in the complexity of sketches, number of categories considered and semantic variety in categories. While existing works focus on one or two super-categories and build separate models for each, our scalable architecture can handle a larger number of super-categories, all with a single, uni ed This sketch is a Bus and it is a Four-Wheeler. It has been drawn facing South-West. It has been drawn showing headlights, three wheels, a body, a door and windows.
This sketch is a Airplane and it is a Flying Thing. It has been drawn facing South-East. It has been drawn showing a tail, two wings and a body. This sketch is a Car and it is a Four-Wheeler. It has been drawn facing South. It has been drawn showing headlights, two side-mirrors, a body and windows.
This sketch is a Horse and it is a Large Animal. It has been drawn facing East. It has been drawn showing a head, two pairs of legs, a body and a tail. Figure 6 : Some examples of ne-grained sketch descriptions. Each panel above shows a test sketch (le ), corresponding part-parsing (center) and the description (last column). Note that in addition to parsing output, we also use the outputs of auxiliary pose network and router classi er to generate the description. e color-coding of part-name related information in the description aligns with the part color-coding in the parsing output. See Section 6.3 for additional details.
model. Finally, the utility of S P 's novel multi-task architecture is underscored by its ability to enable applications such as ne-grained sketch description and improving sketch-based image retrieval.
Please visit h p://val.cds.iisc.ac.in/sketchparse for code, additional details and resources related to the work presented in this paper.
